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[2016-New SAP Exam C_TAW12_740 Experience For Passing The
C_TAW12_740 Certification Exam (91-100)
2016 July SAP Official New Released C_TAW12_740 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
No doubt that C_TAW12_740 exam is a worth challenging task but you should not feel hesitant against the confronting difficulties.
GreatExam is supplying the new version of C_TAW12_740 VCE dumps now. Get a complete hold on C_TAW12_740 exam
syllabus through GreatExam and boost up your skills. What's more, the C_TAW12_740 dumps are the latest. It would be great
helpful to your C_TAW12_740 exam. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The
full version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 91You add the CREATE PROTECTED addition to a class definition. From
where can you instantiate the class? A. From the class itselfB. From a parent classC. From any protected classD. From a
child classE. From a friend classAnswer: ADE QUESTION 92The component interface of a Web Dynpro component contains
three interface views. Which of the following controllers must also exist? A. One custom controllerB. Three windows controllers
C. Three component controllersD. One configuration controller Answer: B QUESTION 93What is the SAP recommended
naming convention for append structures of standard SAP tables? A. The name of the append structure must start with ZA.B.
The components of an append structure should start with ZZ or YY.C. The components of an append structure should start with Z
or Y.D. The name of the append structure must start with ZZ or YY. Answer: B QUESTION 94You use Unifield Modeling
Language (UML) to design your classes. You want to describe the message exchange between objects. Which diagram type can you
use? A. Class diagramB. Object diagramC. Component diagramD. Sequence diagram Answer: D QUESTION 95How do
you add fields to an SAP-delivered transparent table without modification? A. Use the database utility to enhance the definition on
the database directly.B. Add the new fields to the table definition.C. Create an append structure containing the new fields.D.
Define a structure containing the new fields and include it in the table definition. Answer: C QUESTION 96Which desktops are part
of the new ABAP debugger? (Choose three) A. Break./WatchpointsB. ObjectsC. SessionD. Desktop 1E. List Answer:
ABD QUESTION 97Which the following values are remplaceable In debugger mode? A. Tables namesB. ConstantsC. Fields
namesD. Variables Answer: D QUESTION 98DOG is a subclass of ANIMAL, you have created a variable of type ANIMAL that
references and instance of the DOG class. Which of the following statement can you use to copy this reference a to new variable fo
the type DOG? A. MOVE ... ?TO ...B. WRTIE ... TO ...C. MOVE ...TO...D. MOVE-CORRESPONDING ... TO ... Answer:
A QUESTION 99What can you create using the ABAP Dictionary? (Choose three) A. DomainsB. Type poolsC. Transparent
tablesD. Field symbolsE. Internal tables Answer: ABC QUESTION 100Which of the following must you do to be able to use a
Business Add-In (BA-dl)? A. Modify the adapter classB. Write code for methodsC. Create the Ba-dl implementationD.
Activate the enhancement project Answer: BC GreatExam is one of the leading exam preparation material providers. We have a
complete range of exams offered by the top vendors. You can download C_TAW12_740 dumps in PDF format on GreatExam.com.
Comparing with others', our C_TAW12_740 exam questions are more authoritative and complete. What's more, the C_TAW12_740
prepare material are the latest. We ensure you pass the C_TAW12_740 exam easily. 2016 SAP C_TAW12_740 exam dumps (All
159 Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-taw12-740-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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